13% of children from extremely poor families in Armenia do not have school supplies. And, 45% of them have no shoes. Text WV as SMS to short number 7733 and help them have:

- Essential school supplies
- Warm clothes and shoes

* One SMS costs 500 AMD.

WORLD VISION ARMENIA’S AREA PROGRAMMES

THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN LIVING IN ARMENIA AND NAGORNO KARABAKH

- LORI MARZ: 56,982
- SYunik MARZ: 49,325
- TAVUSH MARZ: 39,418
- ARMENIAN-ARMENIAN: 34,580
- GJGHAKI UNITE MARZ: 40,517
- SYunik MARZ: 31,135
- ARMENIAN-ARMENIAN: 36,234
- ARMENIAN-ARMENIAN: 68,811
- KOTAYK MARZ: 65,333
- ARMENIAN-ARMENIAN: 15,099
- SYunik MARZ: 237,664
- NAGORNO KARABAKH: 43,012

World Vision ARMENIA
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